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Each quarter, Redhawk’s Investment Committee provides a Quarterly Commentary. We look at
what is going on in the investment landscape and provide our perspective on a variety of topics.
These are not predictions, and it represents our perspective on important market and economic
information designed to help make decisions affecting your long-term financial strategy. Our
goal is to help you understand what is going on in the markets so you can more clearly define
investment goals, diagnose unintended risks, and utilize portfolios that can achieve a better
financial outcome.

Market Commentary

Financial markets across the world had a punishing second quarter. Two of the world’s major
asset classes, equities and fixed income, fell in tandem leaving investors with few hiding places.
Beneath the dismal market performance was the U.S. Federal Reserve’s (the Fed’s) behind-thecurve, but determined desire, to rapidly raise interest rates to suppress record inflation. After
hiking rates by 0.25% in March 2022, the Fed followed up with rate hikes of 0.50% and 0.75% in
May and June of 2022.
With frequent and large monthly losses to start the year, the S&P 500 Index has now gone
through one of its worst first halves since 1950 (see the chart below)1.
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Despite the Fed’s forceful efforts, inflation has been unrelenting. Defying all expectations to
peak, June U.S. Consumer Price Index (CPI) jumped 9.1%, the highest since December 1981. To
some extent, the Fed was dealt a challenging hand. Factors outside its control, the RussiaUkraine war that roiled commodity markets and China’s zero-Covid strategy that scrambled
supply chains, have made fighting price pressures difficult.
After initiating quantitative tightening, the Fed has now indicated that it may take borrowing
costs beyond neutral to battle rising prices at the expense of output. The Fed is not the only
central bank facing such a predicament. Central banks across the UK, Europe, Canada, and
Australia have increased the pace of interest rate hikes to combat price pressures.
Markets, however, are feeling the heat of aggressive tightening (see the chart below). The S&P
500 slumped 20% for the first half of 2022, entering a bear market. The tech-heavy Nasdaq fell
harder, plummeting 30% for the six months ending June 2022. Similar falls characterized both
international developed and emerging market equities, with the MSCI EAFE index falling 20% and
the MSCI Emerging Markets index tumbling 17.5%2.

During the quarter, Mid Cap companies (-15.4%) outperformed Large Cap (-16.1%) and Small Cap
(-17.2%). Value stocks (-12.2%) exceeded Growth (-20.9%). Additionally, all eleven sectors were
negative in the quarter with Consumer Staples (-4.6%) and Utilities (-5.1%) as the top performers,
and Communication Services (-20.7%) and Consumer Discretionary (-26.2%) were the laggards.
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The chart below provides a summary of the returns by sector for the second quarter.

U.S. Market
The U.S. economy has slowed from the post-pandemic boom due to fading stimulus, rising
inflation, Fed tightening, and surging commodity prices. The second quarter was best
characterized by high inflation and a lot of uncertainty caused by Fed tightening expectations,
the Russia/Ukraine War, and China’s covid lockdowns. Both the war and China’s covid policies
added more stress on global supply chains and upward pressure on already elevated inflation.
The Fed has started tightening monetary policy by raising interest rates and decreasing the size
of their balance sheet.
After increasing by +5.5% in 2021, Real GDP Growth is estimated at +2.5% in 2022 and +1.9% in
2023. Economic growth estimates have been decreasing as economic indicators, consumer
spending, and the housing market have all weakened while inflation has stayed elevated. The
labor market continued to show signs of strength, but the unemployment rate has started to tick
up as several major firms announced hiring freezes or layoffs. The open question is whether the
economy is headed for a slowdown/mild recession or a more severe contraction.
The National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) Business Cycle Dating Committee is charged
with maintaining official records of expansions and recessions in the United States. The NBER
defines a recession as a significant decline in economic activity while an expansion is defined as
a period where economic activity rises substantially. According to the NBER, since 1929 there
have been fifteen recessions in the U.S. lasting an average of thirteen months each3.
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Real GDP increased by +6.9% in Q4 2021 before falling to -1.6% in Q1 2022 (see the chart below).
The first read on Q2 GDP was negative at -0.9%. While the NBER does not view two consecutive
negative quarters of GDP growth as a recession, the second quarter probably meets the test of a
significant decline in economic activity. The NBER usually waits for several months after the fact
to announce the official start and end dates for recessions.

U.S. consumer sentiment hit a new record low in June amid growing concerns about inflation,
according to the University of Michigan survey. The June index reading of fifty was a 14.4% drop
from May. This represented the lowest recorded level since the university started collecting
consumer sentiment data in November 1952 (see the chart on the next page)4.
Inflation remained the biggest concern for consumers, as 47% of consumers blamed the sharp
increase in prices for eroding their living standards. That is one percentage point below the alltime high reached during the Great Recession, according to the report. As higher prices became
harder to avoid, consumers felt that they had no choice but to adjust their spending patterns,
whether through substitution of lower cost goods or foregoing purchases altogether.
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Also, households expected prices to run even higher this year and anticipated them to remain
above the Fed's 2% target goal for the next five years, according to survey data. Consumers
expected inflation to run at a rate of 5.3% during the next year and 3.1% for the next five years.

Fixed Income Markets
During the second quarter of the year, the Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Bond Index declined -4.7% while the
broader Bloomberg U.S. Universal Bond Index fell -5.1%. Respectively, year-to-date returns for the
indexes now stand at -10.4% and -10.9%. The Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Bond Index has not had a worse
six-month stretch since 1980.
The yield on the 10-Year U.S. Treasury rose 0.51% over the quarter, starting at 2.38% and ending at 2.89%.
In mid-June, the yield on the 10-Year Treasury briefly touched 3.48%, its highest level since 2011. Shortly
after the Fed’s 0.75% rate hike, interest rates declined in response to a more aggressive rate hike
campaign that was expected to reel in inflation. Although short-term rates remained stable, longer-term
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interest rates declined in the last two weeks of June and longer-term inflation expectations declined
slightly.
Yields on Treasury reflect investors’ expectations for short-term rates set by the Fed. The federal funds
rate, at the end of the quarter, now sits in a range between 1.50% and 1.75%. Median projections from
the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) showed the effective federal funds rate reaching 3.25% to
3.50% by the close of 20225.
Credit spreads widened in the quarter, indicating investors required a higher yield for bonds that have
more significant perceived default risk. For years investors had pushed up prices on riskier bonds as the
desire for yield was substantial. However, with the risk of a recession increasing, yields on riskier bonds
have increased toward more normal levels.
The chart below shows the returns for the fixed income market for the second quarter.
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International Markets
The U.S. was not the only
major economy
experiencing elevated
inflation. In the Eurozone,
inflation rose at an annual
rate of 8.6% in June (see the
chart to the right), its
fastest pace on record.
To stave off inflation, the
European Central Bank
(ECB) indicated that they
would begin raising its key
interest rate, which is
currently -0.50%, in July.
The interest rate hike would
be the first for the ECB in
Source: Statista
eleven years, ending an
eight-year experiment by the bank with negative interest rates. Likewise, in the UK,
inflation rose at an annual rate of 9.4% in June, also a record. In June, the Bank of
England moved to increase its bank rate from 0.25% to 1.25%, its fifth consecutive rate
hike.
International returns were dampened by a surging U.S. dollar, which increased 5.7% versus
the Euro in the quarter. International returns are adjusted downward for domestic
investors when the dollar strengthens. The dollar is sitting at a 20-year high after the
recent increase in value. As a result, the MSCI EAFE Index of international developed stocks
fell -14.5%, pulling year-to-date returns down to -19.3%.
Meanwhile, the MSCI Emerging Markets Index declined -11.5%, taking year-to-date returns
to -17.6%. China, the largest weighting within the MSCI Emerging Markets Index, was a
rare bright spot for investors, rising 3.4% over the quarter. In contrast to other major
economies, inflation in China has been modest. In June, inflation in China rose at an annual
rate of just 2.5%. China reiterated its commitment to meeting a 5.5% GDP growth target
for 2022, bolstering markets. Unlike many global central banks, China cut its borrowing
rate in the quarter to help boost growth, which had been dampened by a recent shutdown
of several large cities in response to a spike in Covid cases.
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Economic Outlook

Halfway through the year, it would be an understatement to say that investors have had a
rough go in 2022. The highest inflation in over 40 years has put into question the Fed’s
inflation-fighting credibility.
Investors are struggling to determine if the Fed’s
commitment to fighting inflation would ultimately result in higher interest rates that would
weaken demand and push the U.S. economy into a recession. International markets face
elevated inflation as well, particularly in Europe, which is now facing surging oil and energy
costs related to a reliance on Russian oil. A major disruption in oil supply could kick the
region into recession as it will take time to develop new options for energy outside of
Russia.
Still, there is reason for optimism going forward. Historically, painful market declines like
the one experienced in the first half of 2022, have followed positive rebounds. When the
S&P 500 has fallen at least 15% in the first half of the year, it has risen an average of 24%
in the second half of the year. As mentioned, U.S. consumer sentiment recently hit its alltime low, however, low levels of consumer sentiment have historically preceded aboveaverage returns for stocks in the 6 and 12 months that follow a bottom. Furthermore, with
stock prices declining everywhere, valuations have declined aggressively, and in many
regions, they are below their longer-term averages. For example, in mid-January, the
forward 12-month price-to-earnings ratio for the S&P 500 was 21.1, above its five and tenyear average. More recently, the forward 12-month price-to-earnings ratio for the S&P
500 was 15.94, below its five and ten-year average (see the chart below).
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The inferior performance of financial markets this year suggests that investors have already
discounted a lot of headwinds. The price decline in the S&P 500 Index recorded in the year-todate contrasts sharply with the ongoing increases in forward-earnings estimates. The result has
been one of the sharpest reductions in stock multiples outside of a recession in the past 25 years.
The excess certainly appears to have been taken out of the markets by this year’s pullback. That
is the good news. The bad news is that an economic recession and a corresponding decline in
earnings might not yet be fully reflected in stock prices. Multiples tend to slide as projected
earnings estimates fall. Even if price-to-earnings ratios remain at current levels, there could be
a decline in projected earnings and a comparable drop in stock prices, as analysts incorporate a
recession’s impact into their models. While the consensus view is that stock prices face many
headwinds, it is possible that earnings multiples do not need to contract much further than they
have already, with the caveat that bond yields stabilize near current levels and do not climb
significantly higher.
There are many moving parts to consider in the coming months. This year’s U.S. midterm
elections will add another dimension as campaign season swings into gear. In times like these, it
is important that you remain focused on your long-term investment goals and that your holdings
are compatible with your personal level of risk tolerance.
We will continue to apply Risk-GuardTM, which is our time-tested investment process based on
risk management, asset allocation, and investment selection to manage your portfolios.
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It is not enough to own a portfolio personalized for your situation, based on your comfort with
risk and long-term financial goals. You must be patient and disciplined, too. With Risk-GuardTM,
our risk management process, our investment committee is reviewing the market conditions and
underlying investments on a weekly basis. Please contact your Redhawk financial advisor to learn
more.

The views expressed represent the opinion of Redhawk Wealth Advisors, Inc. The views are
subject to change and are not intended as a forecast or guarantee of future results. This material
is for informational purposes only. It does not constitute investment advice and is not intended as
an endorsement of any specific investment. Stated information is derived from proprietary and
nonproprietary sources that have not been independently verified for accuracy or completeness.
While Redhawk Wealth Advisors, Inc. believes the information to be accurate and reliable, we do
not claim or have responsibility for its completeness, accuracy, or reliability. Statements of future
expectations, estimates, projections, and other forward-looking statements are based on
available information and the Redhawk Wealth Advisors, Inc.’s view as of the time of these
statements. Accordingly, such statements are inherently speculative as they are based on
assumptions that may involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results,
performance or events may differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements.
Investing in equity securities involves risks, including the potential loss of principal. While equities
may offer the potential for greater long-term growth than most debt securities, they generally
have higher volatility. International investments may involve risk of capital loss from unfavorable
fluctuation in currency values, from differences in generally accepted accounting principles, or
from economic or political instability in other nations. Past performance is not indicative of future
results.

Redhawk Wealth Advisors, Inc. is an SEC registered investment advisor (“RIA”) that provides comprehensive
retirement plan and financial planning tools and critical back-office support for financial advisors nationwide.
Redhawk’s focus is to enable financial advisors to create, grow, and manage wealth through a broad range of
financial products and services that promotes the economic well-being of our select group of clients and
financial advisors.

For more information, please contact Redhawk at either research@redhawkwa.com or (952) 835-4295.
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